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The "new feminisms": postfeminism, power feminism, third-wave feminism,
do-me feminism, libertarian feminism, babe feminism, I'm not a feminist,
but . . . "feminism."

In this article, I examine these "new feminisms" to argue that they are not
simply part of a backlash against feminism but are instead, in many cases,
part of an ongoing contest over the meaning of feminism. Critical commen-
tary on new feminisms has often accused this work of conflating consumer-
ism with political action, personal change with political change, and cultural
and cosmetic accommodations with economic and political restructuring.'
While not entirely unfounded, these criticisms undervalue the real contribu-
tions some recent feminisms are making to social liberation movements, be-
cause these contributions do not easily fit into more familiar models of femi-
nist politics. Rather than dismissing all the new feminisms as media hype or
conservative backlash, I prefer to subject them to careful interrogation, not
least because in addition to influencing some feminist work in the academy,
they have had a far-ranging influence in the political, economic, and cultural
spheres.

Most of the new feminisms can be grouped under the rubrics of "post-
feminism," "third-wave feminism," or both; these describe a loosely related
set of beliefs about the contemporary scope and role of feminism as well as
the sites and possibilities for the development and deployment of political
agency. Because these terms—postfeminism and third-wave feminism—are
often (usually erroneously) used interchangeably, I want to explicate the dif-
ferent meanings of the terms and show how they are related (a shared "girl
power" ideal), as well as how they are not (in nearly all other ways). While
both are responses to dissatisfactions with liberal, socialist, and radical
forms of second-wave feminist theory, they express these dissatisfactions for
somewhat different reasons and in different ways, as I will show in the next
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section of this article. While postfeminism has exerted more political and
cultural influence, I argue that third-wave feminism holds the most promise
for building on and expanding outward from previous feminist theory and
political practice.

Ultimately, my objective in tbis piece is to answer three questions:

what is political about this work;

what is feminist about this work; and

what is new about this work?

These questions are important yet fraught with definitional difficulties.
Who is to say (definitively) what feminism is? Any definition I provide will
both inevitably and rightly be contested by others within the loose amalga-
mation of people known as the "feminist movement." Feminism has always
been many movements working for multiple ends. I neither insist on nor de-
fend a narrow definition of feminism here, but I do assume that "women"
and "gender" are two of the central categories of feminist analyses; though
"woman" cannot readily be disaggregated from other identity categories,
gender as a political organizing principle is central to feminist inquiry and
activism.^ Second, what counts as political? Second-wave feminism criticized
traditional definitions of politics for being too narrowly defined and for dis-
counting much of the political work that women engage in. In different ways,
postfeminism and third-wave feminism are taking up two of the earlier fem-
inist ideas that follow from this critique: "personal is political" and cultural
politics is real politics.

But, as I argue in the final section of this article, third-wave feminists have
generally provided a weak argument for the political significance of their
cultural interventions, and they have yet to articulate the relationship to
feminism of such interventions. Still, a politics is being developed. As I un-
derstand it, what is political about some third-wave feminism is, first, the
coalition-building tbat has become increasingly central and has changed
some of the objects of feminist inquiry; and, second, a committed focus on
intersectional identities and multilayered discrimination. While intersec-
tionality is not itself a "politics," it is an attempt to shift the epistemological
standpoint of feminism, providing a new subject position from which femi-
nist critique is articulated. The position from which knowledge is articulated
can have dramatic implications for the kinds of politics that are then seen
as viable and valuable. So as intersectionality shapes feminist activism, new
possibilities for coalitions become visible, and the specific goals or political
projects of feminism are fruitfully reconceived as well.
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Unfortunately, in too many cases, third-wave new feminist work still la-
bels all "left" political action as "feminist" (as well as whatever else it is)
without explaining why it is feminist. Therefore, after explaining the rise
and content of postfeminism and third-wave girl power in the next section
and the content of other variants of third-wave feminism in the third section
of the article, I conclude by arguing that this epistemological shift has en-
abled a focus on political coalitions that is exciting and necessary, but whose
connection to feminism needs to be specified and defended. Similarly, the
cultural artifacts that many new feminists produce and consume could
serve a political movement (or set of related movements) well, but they must
move beyond being merely the accoutrements of a slickly marketed girl-
power identity.

GOOD-BYE TO ALL THAT: POSTFEMINISM'

The label "postfeminist" has been used to describe both young women and
the cultural climate at least since 1982, although the term gained greater
currency in the early 1990s.'' Originally, postfeminist "meant, according to
pundits and pollsters, that young women enjoyed the fruits of the women's
movement—better access to employment, equal education, being taken
more seriously—but believed the battle had already been won."' Thus, the
postfeminist argument was that for women in the 1970s and 1980s, the wom-
en's movement had once been necessary, but now it was a victim of its own
success, having made itself irrelevant. Women who persisted in calling atten-
tion to sexism, postfeminists claimed, were needlessly fighting old battles.*^
Conservative activists have used this rhetoric, but many people and organi-
zations who are sympathetic to what feminism achieved offer similar, though
more nuanced, arguments.'

Currently, the term postfeminism is used by different groups of people
in at least three specific, different ways. First, its original meaning remains
intact for those who argue that feminism's time has come and gone; ergo,
we are postfeminism, with an emphasis on "feminism" because what it rep-
resents as a social movement and the statement it implicitly makes about the
nature and status of women are offensive and inappropriate in the current
era.* Then there are others who argue that the legacy of feminism exists in
such an altered state that we can no longer call it simply "feminism." This
position draws on critiques generated by the second wave of feminist praxis,
especially critiques of essentialism launched by lesbian and women-of-color
feminists,' and it often includes work that refers to itself as third-wave or
"girl power feminism"'" while many theoreticians and cultural pundits label
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it posífeminism." Third and finally, for some, postfeminism indicates work
inspired by poststructuralist, postmodern, or multicultural theory, specifi-
cally in relation to the critique of the stable, unitary political subject that
was presumed to be the necessary locus for feminist agency and politics.'^ I
discuss the first two understandings as postfeminism in this article, but I do
not wish to confuse or conflate postmodernism or multiculturalism either
with the idea that we are beyond feminism, or with "girl power." Thus, while
postfeminism has been used in all of these ways, one task of this section is to
explain why it makes sense both conceptually and politically to limit "post-
feminism" to the first usage outlined above. The second point of this section
is to clarify the point that post- and third-wave feminism are sometimes con-
flated because specific aspects of postfeminism helped generate "girl power"
(or "Girlie") feminism, itself an aspect of third-wave feminism: speaking
purely chronologically, postfeminism arose first and then became a point of
departure for early girl-power third-wave feminism.

The Origins of Postfeminism: "Victim Feminism" and the Sex Wars

Postfeminists (in the limited sense explained above) include Camille Paglia,
Rene Denfeld, Cathy Young, members of the Women's Freedom Network,
and "ifeminists," a loosely aligned group of individualist or libertarian femi-
nists. The basic political theme around which these diverse groups and indi-
viduals coalesce is the desire to remove the state as far from the "personal"
sphere as possible, which can mean anything from legalizing prostitution
to radically downscaling the state-level response to sexual harassment and
domestic violence. On the cultural terrain, postfeminists attempt to do two
things, in some cases simultaneously. First, postfeminists reclaim both tra-
ditional femininity and heterosexuality, the latter with its power struggles
and normative gender differences more or less intact (and sometimes cele-
brated). Second, and directly related to their political arguments, they decry
what Naomi W ôlf calls "victim feminism."'̂  Postfeminists use this label as
shorthand for the claim that feminism has focused almost exclusively on—
and overstated—the victimization that women face in their personal, pro-
fessional, and political lives; rather than being victims, they claim, women
as a group hold significant social power, in part because of the stereotypes of
women as gentler, fairer, more believable, less violent, more victimized, etc.,
than men. Not only has "victim feminism" ignored this social power, but,
postfeminists argue, women abuse the power that comes with these "sugar
and spice and all that's nice" assumptions to render men impotent in the
courts of law and public opinion on issues such as sexual harassment, child
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custody, and education, for example. On this account the idea of women as
victims is both bad for women and empirically false."

In differentiating themselves from the second wave by decrying "victim
feminism" and reclaiming traditional femininity as positive and empower-
ing, postfeminists in the 1990s were engaging some of the second wave's ar-
guments more directly than others. One obvious case is the "sex wars," a
schism within feminist movements over the questions of whether women can
have an independent sexuality under conditions of discrimination or oppres-
sion. The sex wars have broken out periodically among U.S. feminists in and
out of the academy since at least the 1970s, and the postfeminism of Camille
Paglia, Katie Roiphe, Naomi Wolf, and others constitutes another interven-
tion in the conflict. In the 1980s, the debate was primarily over the regulation
of pornography and the question of whether legal interventions were more
likely to ameliorate harms to women or aggravate them by stigmatizing sex-
ual nonconformists and women's own sexual explorations, making sweeping
and harmful judgments about "good" and "bad" sex. Radical feminists like
Catharine MacKinnon and Susan Brownmiller argued in favor of legal regu-
lation or elimination of pornography and prostitution because of the harms
to women in these industries and the causal connections radical feminists
drew between the depictions of women in pornography and the fact of rape.
In contrast, "sex radical" or "sex-positive" feminists argued that the "mar-
ket" should be kept as open as possible to allow multiple views of women and
their sexuality to flourish, fighting images some women dislike with images
and ideas that they want to encourage.''

In the 1990s, tbe sex wars flared again, with postfeminists opposed to most
organized feminist work around rape, domestic violence, sexual harass-
ment, and the legal interventions that accompanied some of this activism,
such as the Violence Against Women Act and class action lawsuits to fight
sexual harassment in the workplace. In addition to arguments that there was
too much policing of "good" versus "bad" sex and desire, postfeminists ar-
gued that these legal responses failed to acknowledge women's own sexual
agency, turning all women into victims in the eyes of the law and then, often,
themselves.

Another notable issue within second-wave feminism with which postfem-
inism opted to engage with was the dispute between sameness and difference
feminisms.'* Liberal feminism has offered the "sameness" approach to under-
standing wbat women need from tbe remedial forces of tbe law. In this view,
women are autonomous agents and, in all the ways that matter politically,
just like men. Liberal feminists argue tbat women can make choices that are
not self-defeating if they are given an equal shot at getting into the institu-
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tions of power. Making opportunities equal is simply a matter of removing
specific barriers that say "no women here." In contrast, radical and cultural
feminists offered the "difference" approach, arguing that gender-differenti-
ated patterns of behavior are not the result of autonomous choices but rather
are the result of structural inequalities, gendered socialization, innate differ-
ence, or a combination of these. The legal remedy is institutional recognition
of this difference, which should then lead to institutional accommodation of
women's differences from men.

Since at least some postfeminism is not simply a backlash against femi-
nism but includes writers and activists who are engaging with these impor-
tant second-wave debates, we migbt expect postfeminists to articulate a new
political path out of the sex wars or the sameness/difference arguments. But
in actuality, postfeminists have ended up crafting a depoliticized "pro-sex
liberal sameness and difference" position in wbich public and private are
to be clearly demarcated. In private life, women and men should recognize
and respect their basic differences. In public, women and men should be
treated equally (that is, exactly the same) because the institutional barriers
to access that need to be broken down already have been, and second-wave
feminism has pushed institutions too far in the difference direction, "cod-
dling" women instead of allowing them to flourish or flounder on their own
merits. Thus, despite the clear intentions of most feminists to identify "vic-
timization not so we can wallow in it, but so we can wallop it,"" postfemi-
nists claim that feminists have erased women's agency and are seeking state
protection of special interests rather than trying to grow up and take care of
themselves."

In the postfeminist view, feminists need to "loosen up." Young women to-
day, they claim, simply want equal access to employment without having to
worry about how they're dressing or having sex." Women today are confident
in their bodies and with their sexuality and do not need a political move-
ment to tell them what is demeaning and what is liberating. According to
Britisb new feminist Natasha Walter, if feminism wants to "build on all the
new female confidence that exists," it cannot be "a rigid ideology that alien-
ates and divides women."^" Here, incidentally, is one important area where
third-wave and postfeminism overlap: not only does second-wave feminism
require one to forego humor and "make lifestyle and attitude adjustments ac-
cording to the Commandments of Political Correctness . . . [by] developing a
supersensitivity to anything that might be somewhat offensive," according to
third-wave feminist Kristina Sheryl Wong, but women must forego feminine
trappings and regulate their sexual desire as well.̂ ' Not so the third-wave
feminist: "sexy is in," as Jennifer Baumgardner and Amy Richards tell us re-
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peatedly in Manifesta. Most sex is good, and more sex is better. Sexual regu-
lation is as harmful and demeaning to women as pornography, or more so.

Postfeminism and the Rise of Girl Power: The Connections
Between Postfeminist Women andFarly Third-Wave "Girlies"

Postfeminism seems to have incorporated and depoliticized many of the
goals of second-wave equality feminists, focusing on personal choices rather
than political action. These moves coincided with scholarly and media atten-
tion to perceived and real shifts in the lives of girls, shifts collected under the
label "girl power": "Girls are doing better at school, girls are sassy, girls are
not frightened, girls are confident, girls are even violent. Girls, now, are the
beneficiaries of the battles that feminists once fought: they take for granted
their equality with boys—even superiority over boys."" As I will explain in
this section, this idea of girl power, combined with the postfeminist ideal of
"power feminism," set the stage for the rise of third-wave feminism. I examine
"power feminism" and third-wave "Girlie"^^ or "girl power" together because
there are important areas of overlap. In the next section of the article, I will
explain how third-wave feminism has moved beyond its early intermingling
with postfeminist ideals to become a more politically engaged movement.

As Natasha Walter, author of The New Feminism, writes, these new femi-
nisms comprise "a celebratory and optimistic movement."̂ "* A woman can do
or wear whatever she wants, so long as it's done with an appropriately fierce,
optimistic attitude. Girlie feminism in particular is the "intersection of fem-
inism with feminine culture."" This version of the new feminism then com-
bines an optimistic sense of possibility with a "new" model of self-presenta-
tion (which looks very much like certain old models of self-presentation). In
this celebratory movement, nearly all of women's choices are affirmed, mak-
ing it positive and supporting for the individual woman, and nonthreatening
to anything or anyone else. '̂

Feminism as the power of positive thinking is perhaps nowhere more ob-
vious or apt a description than when applied to the work of Naomi Wolf,
who also happens to be the postfeminist most often claimed by tbird-wave
feminists. In her 1993 book Fire With Fire, Wolf launched both the epithet
"victim feminism" and the theory of "power feminism," two core concepts
in the postfeminist/Girlie feminist nexus. Wolf presents what she admits is
a "highly subjective comparison" of victim-feminist and power-feminist ap-
proaches to understanding women as political subjects. None of ber charac-
terizations of either type of feminism are identified with any particular per-
son or group, though she does eventually offer a hint about who her specific
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"victim feminist" foils are." But claims like the following are, at best, carica-
tures of amalgams of various feminist positions:

victim feminism charges women to identify with powerlessness even at
the expense of taking responsibility for the power they do possess; is
sexually judgmental, even antisexual [sic] ... puts community first and
self later, hence tends toward groupthink, as well as toward hostility to-
ward individual achievement; is judgmental of other women's sexuality
and appearance . . . is obsessed with purity and perfection, hence is self-
righteous . . . has a psychological scarcity: there is only so much to go
around, so one woman's gain is another's loss... .̂ *

Wolf seems to be taking issue with those who have pointed out that only
some women have gained significant improvements in their standard of liv-
ing since the legislative successes of the second wave and that, therefore, the
battle to restructure the public sphere so that all women benefit is not over.

Third-wave authors Jennifer Baumgardner and Amy Richards mischarac-
terize second-wave feminism in the much the same way when they reject the
anticonsumerism of some feminism and write that "younger women, who
have grown up with increased access to the 'good' parts of capitalism, have
begun to ponder the fact that asking women to opt out is essentially asking
them to choose to be marginalized." '̂ But many women, both younger and
older, still do not enjoy this increased access to the "good parts of capital-
ism," and until they do, it seems more accurate to say that feminists do not
suffer from "psychological scarcity" but rather that, even in the United States,
many women suffer from actual material scarcity created by a grossly unequal
distribution of abundant resources. And pointing out, as many second- and
third-wave feminists of color have, that some women are "making it" in part
because they have been able to hire other women to do their home and service
work does not equate to asking women to be marginalized or arguing that no
woman should succeed because some women might lose, but to asking women
with more power in some realms to use that power to help other women ben-
efit from the power they have gained with the assistance of feminism.

In the place of "victim feminism," Wolf offers "power feminism," which
has many attractive features and demonstrates why she is claimed by both
third-wave and postfeminists. To my mind, what makes Wolf postfeminist
are not her goals, as many of these are advocated by the very feminisms she
criticizes. For example. Wolf claims that power feminism, in contradistinc-
tion to victim feminism, "knows that poverty is not glamorous [and] wants
women to acquire money, both for their own dreams, independence, and se-
curity, and for social change,"'" as if generations of feminists had not been
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asserting this same point when arguing for equal pay for equal work, changes
to the education system, or even pay for homemakers. What makes her a
postfeminist, then, is her method for achieving these goals, which is based on
the development of "a psychology of abundance [that] wants all women to
'equalize upward.'"" This power feminism "is unapologetically sexual [and]
understands that good pleasures make good politics,... believes women de-
serve to feel that the qualities of starlets and queens, of sensuality and beauty,
can be theirs . . . [and] knows that making social change does not contradict
the principle that girls just want to have fun."" Power feminism's motto: "'If
I can't dance, it's not my revolution.'"" Her view is certainly optimistic, but
perhaps also myopic.

How can a movement allow all women to dance (to their own beat)?
First, on Wolf's account, by foregoing collective action and collective po-
litical identities in favor of individualism—which might leave one wonder-
ing what makes postfeminism a "movement." Even the more politically en-
gaged new feminisms struggle with the tension between understanding the
need to work in groups and coalitions and the strong appeal of individual-
ism. As Leslie Heywood and Jennifer Drake admit in their introduction to
Third Wave Agenda, "Despite our knowing better, despite our knowing its
emptiness, the ideology of individualism is still a major motivating force in
many third-wave lives."" According to many new feminists, one reason for
this emphasis on individualism is that, while second-wave feminism was an
outsider organization, today's young feminists see feminism as very much on
the inside; it is something they have grown up with "in the water, like fluo-
ride."" There is little need for collective action—and the sacrifice that comes
with it—when all that is left to achieve is a proper psychological orientation
toward one's own political and economic opportunities.

Another reason for postfeminism's focus on individualism stems from its
problematic depiction of second-wave feminism, which rewrites the second
wave as a movement controlled by an overly dogmatic, single-minded group
of women and also misrepresents the slogan "the personal is political." The
slogan was meant to create an awareness of how seemingly private decisions
and experiences are affected by political forces, but post- and third-wave
feminisms assume it to be a prescription for how to live one's life. Thus they
misread the analytical point of the slogan and take it to mean that one group
of women should dictate how "feminists" have sex and wear their hair, for
example. This is the "straw person feminism" they erect in order to reject it.
In addition. Girlie third-wavers, following Naomi Wolf, sometimes adopt an
etiolated version of the slogan that says, in essence, "whatever I do personally
is political because I am a feminist."'*
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The second way in which a movement can allow women to "dance" to their
own beat is by offering one simple prescription: embrace power. Wolf writes
that "women are suffering from much subordination for no more pressing
reason than that we have stopped short of compelling it to end."'̂  It's not
necessarily that there isn't still work to do, from Wolf's perspective, but that
women are not doing it correctly; they are not grabbing power now that it
is available, and they are not having enough fun.'̂  Women need "positive
imagery" and "a widely understood, positive logo" '̂—as opposed to afford-
able, quality health care, widespread reproductive freedom and education, or
a living wage. (Or even a reassessment of what "embracing power" means. If
this is simply an excuse for women to abuse and exploit others, then there is
nothing feminist left in "power feminism.")

Thus, in the logic of the postfeminist and the "Girlie," the self is affirmed.
In this account of tbe world, because feminist ideals are women's birthright
and they know it, the primary obstacle preventing women from fully tak-
ing control of their own lives is continued victimization rhetoric."*" Instead,
women should focus on their individual empowerment and choice: wear
makeup or don't; have whatever sex you want or none at all; be for or against
legalized abortion."" But this deceptive rhetoric of choice fails to consider
constraints on different racial, sexual, or class positions. In an era when the
United States is witnessing the dearth of both accurate sexual education in
most public schools and women's health clinics in most areas of the United
States, for example, this Girlie ideal of a smorgasbord of equally viable sex-
ual, career, and family options is inadequate to challenge the political reali-
ties of most women's lives.

As we saw in the long quote from Wolf above, in addition to allegedly
claiming universal and totalizing victimization and discouraging women
from being assertive, second-wave feminists are, according to postfeminists,
dowdy, anti-sexual prudes who fail to account for women's need to feel desir-
able. Yet many among the earlier generations of feminists were far from "anti-
sexual" as they proclaimed women's right to own and embrace their sexu-
ality on their own terms rather than (only) in prepackaged, pre-approved,
and mass-marketed tropes of "sexiness" filtered quite heavily through the
male gaze."̂  But much of the "new" feminism wants to get back to traditional
models of femininity and feminine adornment, shunting aside years' worth
of work demonstrating how the body serves as a locus of social control that
cannot be displayed without engaging the social contexts in which women
live and work."*̂

In Manifesta, Baumgardner and Richards claim that "while it's true that
embracing the pink things of stereotypical girlhood isn't a radical gesture
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meant to overturn the way society is structured, it can be a confident ges-
ture."̂ "* And this "gesture" of confidence is the focus of much of the politics
that the third wave does offer, a point at which third-wave and postfemi-
nism come uncomfortably close. Sounding very much like Naomi Wolf and
Natasha Walter, Baumgardner and Richards write that

Girlie culture is a rebellion against the false impression that since
women don't want to be sexually exploited, they don't want to be sex-
ual; against the necessity of brass-buttoned, red-suited seriousness to
infiltrate a man's world; against the anachronistic belief that because
women could be dehumanized by porn (and we include erotica in our
definition), they must be; and the idea that girls and power don't mix."*'

As this quotation suggests. Girlie feminism is one of the clearest examples of
the third wave's roots in the sex wars. To be Girlie is to reclaim traditional
models of heterosexual power relations as pleasurable rather than demean-
ing and to embrace standard tropes of feminine sexuality; to revel in images
and self-presentations of female sexiness that are often unreconstructed and
uninterrogated. In the new sex wars, women as well as men participate in fe-
male objectification—making sex objects of other women and of themselves,
"ironically" adopting the male gaze as their own. But the sexy dressing, the
consumption of women's sexuality by women, or the attempts to be "in on
the joke" rather than demonstrating a passé prudishness about sexual ha-
rassment, are rarely connected to any discussion about expanding models
of sexual pleasure or increasing women's sexual liberation. Women's sexu-
ality is still objectified, rather than being subject-centered; women are still
supposed to project desirability in conformity with a commodified. Barbie
Doll-like image of women and their sexual availability, for men's consump-
tion. New models of sexual gratification or women's own sense of what is
desirable to them, what turns them on (all projects of second-wave sex-pos-
itive feminists), are nowhere in evidence in the girl power or power feminist
literature.''^

The continuum between postfeminist power feminism and third-wave
"girl power" is made clear in the definition of "girlhood" provided by Baum-
garnder and Richards. Girlies are both "those préadolescents who are climb-
ing trees and playing with Barbie" and "those grown women on Sex in the
City who in their independence, their bonds with female friends, and their
love of feminine fashion invoke a sense of eternal girlhood.""" But if girlhood
"is more a state of being than an age,""*' then one might stop to ask, why not
"womanhood" instead? How empowering can "girl power" be if it has to be
cut down to size; made juvenile; stripped of the connotation of emotional
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maturity and adult personal and political responsibility that womanhood
denotes but girlhood elides? While third-wave feminists say that they have
more fun, what are the political and social costs of privileging fun over or
instead of political and economic clout? How is Girlie, then, all that differ-
ent from the infantilizing dismissal of women's complex adult subjectivity—
prevalent in previous generations and still very much part of the culture to-
day—that second-wave feminists were fighting against? How is the "Girlie"
girl politically empowering in a way that womanhood is not, and why the
assumption that women can't have fun, too? "Girlie" denotes an unthreaten-
ing, submissive, easy-to-control femaleness—as opposed to a fully formed
adult subjectivity and political prowess—combined with an emphasis on
"sexy dressing" and "ironic" participation in women's sexual objectification.
This Girlie chauvinism narrows rather than expands models of women's
adult subjectivity and sexuality. Wbat remains is a hypersexualized collusion
with the gender status quo.

Thus, a significant problem with the postfeminist girl power position is
that it confuses a determined reclamation of femininity with a feminist state-
ment on agency. While wearing lipstick and miniskirts might feel empower-
ing and freely chosen, such freedom and empowerment are often—at least to
some degree—illusory given the individual's inability to control the reading
of her actions. The adorned body situated in fields of social inequality has a
material significance. Only if one chooses to ignore the still-existing political
inequalities of women (relative to men and to each other) can reappropriat-
ing "femininity" be as unproblematic as postfeminists, and many third-wave
feminists, claim. Even the defiant occupation of a feminine space, as it were,
cannot substitute for a broad program working for social equality, nor can it
alone will into being a respect for feminine difference."'

Evident as well in an individualistic, consumerist, power-feminist "fun"
politics is a misappropriation of feminist work on resistance and playful dif-
ference.̂ " The result is that for postfeminism the agency evidenced by resis-
tance is firmly located in tbe atomistic individual who acts against the world,
rather than the individual complexly situated in various institutional and
discursive contexts. Drawing rather loosely on the "always already there" po-
tential for resistance in particular situations, postfeminism fails to contex-
tualize the possibility for resistance. Post- and third-wave feminists seem to
believe that because certain actions are open to both liberating and discrimi-
natory readings, the liberating meaning (because it is the one they prefer) is
dominant, or at least sufficient, to counterbalance the negative weight of the
images they project. These new feminisms thus disaggregate cultural repre-
sentations of women's bodies and choices from the political messages they
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have been tied to and the material effects that have resulted. This does not
mean that one cannot engage in "sexy dressing" and be a feminist, but it does
mean that a lack of attention to context and power is not the same as the re-
sistant disruption of heteronormative feminine gender.

FROM GIRLIE POSTFEMINISM TO THE NEW THIRD WAVE"

To those troubled by second-wave feminism's alleged focus on women's vic-
timization, postfeminism offers one way of distinguishing oneself from that
position. Third-wave feminism is another, newer response to second-wave
feminism that is clearly informed by postfeminism, particularly in its "girlie"
aesthetic and power feminism optimism. In the fifteen years since Rebecca
Walker conferred the label on like-minded activists, however, third-wave
feminism has increasingly distanced itself from some of postfeminism's ex-
cesses and foibles. While there can be some true boundary crossers—Naomi
Wolf and Katie Roiphe are either third-wave or postfeminist depending upon
whom you ask and how broadly you stretch the definitions of each—what
marks the third wave as distinct from postfeminism is a slowly growing, ex-
plicitly articulated sense of imbrication between older and newer self-iden-
tified feminisms, sometimes continuing to invoke gender as a meaningful
category of political and social analysis. The degree of overlap with second-
wave feminism that third-wavers recognize or desire varies, as does their cri-
tique of individualism. Third-wave feminism has been enacted, produced,
and articulated in a variety of venues, but the core ideas of the third wave
can be found in its central texts: two collections of personal stories about in-
dividual feminist moments or awakenings (Barbara Findlen's edited volume
Listen Up and Rebecca Walker's collection To Be Real), two volumes of more
traditionally academic articles (Leslie Heywood and Jennifer Drake's Third-
Wave Agenda and Rory Dicker and Alison Piepmeier's Catching a Wave), a
collection of essays by grassroots activists (Vivien Labaton and Dawn Lundy
Martin's The Fire This Time) and one call-to-arms that tries to bridge the
anecdotal and theoretical work (Jennifer Baumgardner and Amy Richards'
Manifesta).

The "third wave" of feminism can be defined in terms of tbe theory it pro-
duces, the "Girlie" aesthetic it espouses, or the generation it is meant to mark.
These are not completely discrete categories. Most self-defined third-wavers
are of a particular age group, though not all feminists in that age range de-
fine themselves as third-wave. "Girlie" feminists constitute the largest and
best-known group of third-wavers, and their ideas infiuence more theoretical
pieces to varying degrees. The politically and theoretically richer elements of
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the third wave are a smaller group, though becoming more prominent. In
this section of the article, I trace the more recent development of the third
wave to explain the politics that is emerging as this work evolves. From an
essentially apolitical beginning described in the previous section, one can
see the contours of a growing political group of "new feminisms" that draw
upon the legacy of feminist activism in the 1970s and 1980s while often trying
to meld its cultural critiques and interventions with political action and en-
gaging in coalition-building that rejuvenates the evolving, ongoing projects
of the second wave rather than rejecting them.

Not "Just a Girl": Feminism for Young Women

Jennifer Baumgardner and Amy Richards—perhaps the most widely cited
third-wave feminists—claim that, as a generational phenomenon, third-wave
feminism refers to

the core mass of the current women's movement in their late teens
through their thirties, roughly speaking—the ones who grew up with
Judy Blume books. Free toBe... You and Me, and Sesame Street. Another
way of looking at Third-Wave is as the 'daughters,' both real and meta-
phorical, of the Second Wave, the women who read Ms. Magazine, Our
Bodies, Ourselves, and lobbied for Roe v. Wade and the ERA."

While this definition captures many who consider themselves part of a new
era of feminist thinking in the United States, it is overly broad as well as both
politically and psychologically problematic. First, many of the feminist the-
orists who fit the age and cultural reference profile that Baumgardner and
Richards describe do not identify as third-wave feminists, nor is their work
properly understood as part of this group. Second, thinking of third-wave
(or even post-) feminism as a generational phenomenon and using the lan-
guage that Baumgardner and Richards invoke presents at least two signifi-
cant theoretical and political problems.

First, the "mother-daughter" language risks turning legitimate, substan-
tive political and theoretical differences among groups of feminists into
privatized, psychological dramas of mother-daughter family feuds. The
many authors who have used the mother-daughter language to describe the
relationship between the second and third waves embolden the depolitici-
zation of feminism begun by postfeminism, and they aid the larger narra-
tive, particularly in the popular press, of feminist "cat-fighting."" While it is
true that the phrase "third-wave feminism" was coined by Rebecca Walker,
who was very publicly repudiating the politics of her prominent second-wave
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feminist mother Alice Walker, this does not make the larger narrative of a
daughters' rebellion politically viable or theoretically accurate.

Second, as Robyn Wiegman has persuasively argued, the idea of a gen-
erational transmission of feminism incorrectly assumes that feminism as a
body of work is the same thing as the agents who produce it, and that women
who come to feminist theory and practice at different times owe a filial loy-
alty to those who have come before them. Because feminism is not an entity
or action that occurs in some linear fashion—because it is always polymor-
phous and changing—there is no coherent way "to be in time with femi-
nism." Hence, the idea of the generational transmission of feminism con-
tains within it the problematic idea of paradigmatic uniformity and linear
development that Wiegman, and I, would like us to move away from.̂ " Even
the language of the "waves" invokes the sense of feminism as a discrete prod-
uct that gets singularly "updated" every generation or so. While the context
of an era influences the type of analyses that are produced in critical inqui-
ries, such inquiries are far too complex to be self-contained or relegated to
the dustbin of history every twenty years or so.

But while younger feminists do not owe loyalty to earlier feminists in
terms of reproducing their analytical paradigms, they do owe their interloc-
utors and their predecessors an intellectual honesty about just what second-
wave feminism is and was. Many third-wave writers, like most postfeminists,
mischaracterize the second wave by painting broad, undifferentiated carica-
tures of self-centered, white, liberal, homophobic women, failing to account
for the movement's nuance and variation. Tbis enables the myth of linear
transmission but misses the dynamic nature of a movement. While social-
ist, radical, and women of color feminist critical praxis were all part of the
"second wave," those who adopt the label of the third wave either ignore this
work or treat it as though it were somehow outside of the political practices
of these times, as though second-wave feminism was white, liberal feminism,
and all other feminist activity between tbe 1960s and the 1980s was a sepa-
rate phenomenon. In their selective attention to earlier negotiations among
second-wave positions, third-wave writers often suffer the same affliction
that Deborab Siegel describes in regard to tbe characterization and analy-
sis of "victim feminism" offered by Roiphe, Wolf, Denfeld, and Paglia: botb
groups "make feminist history the story of a product [Victim feminism']
rather than that of a process. In the interest of affirming the difference of
the third wave, many third-wave narratives assume a métonymie view of the
second wave, in which a part of second wave activity is substituted for the
whole."" But third-wave feminism has developed its particular relationship
to intersectionality and hybridity precisely because of the ongoing interplay
between liberal and other feminisms of the second wave.
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As a generational phenomenon, "Girlie" and young women's feminism
could offer a systematic accounting of how material conditions have changed
over the last fifteen years and currently operate inside the structures of pa-
triarchy, racism, and homophobia to determine differentially the position of
women in the U.S. and around the world. But Girlie feminism, with its deep
alliances with the ideals of "power feminism" and its demands for sassiness,
sexiness, and fun, does not provide this.'^ In fact, girlies tend to do more or
less what they have accused second-wave liberal feminists of doing: taking
their own concerns (sassy sexiness, self-esteem, fun) and identifying them
with contemporary feminism as a whole. As Asian-American feminist Re-
becca Hurdis writes, this leaves women of color feminism as "a separate is-
sue, a different kind of feminism"" because there is no room for the issues of
many poor women and women of color within the third-wave Girlie, power
feminist paradigm. When some women of color and self-identified queer
women who are engaged in various social struggles look at the self-pro-
claimed third-wave feminist literature, they end up either rejecting the femi-
nist label or arguing for a different kind of "new feminism," one that they see
as very much imbricated in ongoing debates arising out of the second wave
about what is needed to achieve, and how best to argue for, human rights, an
end to poverty, and better health care, for example.'* So while a number of
third-wavers have followed Rebecca Walker's lead and explicitly set the third
wave against the supposedly too-ideologically-rigid second wave, a few seek
to embrace "second wave critique as a central definitional thread while em-
phasizing ways that desires and pleasures subject to critique can be used to
rethink and enliven activist work."'' Drawing on the as-yet-unfinished leg-
islative agenda of the second wave and seeing earlier work as broader than
just its liberal incarnations, the newest and growing elements of third-wave
feminisms are laying the groundwork for a revivified feminism that, while
still nascent, offers promising new political possibilities.

Making Connections: Second- and Third-Wave Continuities
and Multi-Issue Activism

Viewed from a theoretical, rather than a generational, perspective, the third
wave is marked by the self-conscious adoption and adaptation of third world
feminism's language and politics of hybridity, "postmodern and poststruc-
turalist theories of identity, emphasizing paradox, conflict, multiplicity, and
messiness," and the critiques of essentialism and exclusion within second-
wave debates, especially as developed by women of color and lesbian femi-
nists (including contemporary queer theory).'" As it is evolving, this body
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of work continues to engage with notions of pleasure, desire, Girlieness, and
popular culture as a site of political resistance, but additionally embraces
what Kimberlé Grenshaw calls "intersectionality"—seeing how race, sex,
gender, and class intersect (rather than work additively and as discrete cat-
egories) to produce both identities and political needs.*' This reliance on in-
tersectionality sometimes gets articulated as a new standpoint from which
to launch political interventions; at other times it remains at the level of cul-
tural playfulness with identity categories. This playfulness can take the form
of "gender maneuvering," where there is a deliberate attempt to disrupt the
way in which gender is supposed to organize the activities of people in a par-
ticular social setting;*^ less usefully, it can simply excuse an incoherent or
nonexistent political analysis, so that "playfulness" means "whatever I feel
like doing today," much like Wolf's definition of feminism.

Whereas the identity category "woman" was central to most second-wave
feminist work, third-wave feminism rejects the idea of a stable or essen-
tial "woman" category as the ground of feminist politics or cultural action.
Heywood and Drake, and Dicker and Piepmeier, argue that third-wave femi-
nists are not drawn together by tbe identity "woman," nor do they define
feminism as "simply about women's issues." Rather, third-wave feminism "is
a broad-based political movement that seeks freedom for all those who are
oppressed" and whose activists are united only by a commonality of feeling
of the need for justice in the world." When the desire and ability to speak
from or to multiple perspectives promotes coalition building and a politi-
cal agenda based on what activists want rather than who they are, then this
can be a potentially profitable step for feminism. But wben the playfulness
is a rejection or elision of the material weight of gender, or when the rejec-
tion of identity devolves into endless essays on individual experience, where
the cataloging of experiences is the end in itself, then the new third-wave
continues to exhibit the same problems that plagued Girlie feminism and
fails to take up the potential for change set forth in earlier critical feminist
engagements.*''

As Heywood and Drake define them, the primary goals of third-wave
feminism are "the development of modes of thinking that can come to terms
with the multiple, constantly shifting bases of oppression in relation to tbe
multiple, interpenetrating axes of identity, and the creation of a coalition pol-
itics based on tbese understandings."" Tbus, tbe critique of essentialism can
enable two tbird-wave feminist moves. First, it can enable a politics based on
issues rather than on identity. While we will see in a moment that this is part
of the third wave's self-proclaimed difference from the second wave, issue-
based politics is not the only distinction. The second move that the critique
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of essentialism can enable is a different kind of identity-based politics, that
is, a movement that takes intersectionality as its epistemological grounding,
using intersectional identities as the subject positions for a feminist politics.
Rather than eschewing identity, identity categories on this account could be
rearticulated, complicated, and used critically. Third-wave feminists them-
selves seem to confiate the new objects of activist concern with their identi-
ties. But one promising aspect of the move to intersectionality is that when
the identities in which one grounds political claims are shifted in this way,
new possibilities for activist coalitions become more obvious and useful. Tbe
coalition politics based on intersectional identities that third-wave writers
and activists have been working toward is focused on cultural production
and sexual politics as the "key sites of struggle seeking to use desire and plea-
sure as well as anger to fuel struggles for justice."'* Cultural politics seems
to be the underspecified how of doing third-wave feminism; cultural rep-
resentation and sex seem to be the subjects of most third-wave inquiry and
activism.

For example, Heywood and Drake argue that Courtney Love is the third
wave's Gloria Steinem, and that music is the most productive site of activ-
ism and coalition building for third-wavers." More recently, Mimi Schippers
and Holly Bass have melded the identity-challenging and coalition-building
aspects of the third wave in their discussion of music and theater as sites of
feminist activism, seemingly agreeing with Heywood and Drake's argument
that "critical engagement with popular culture as a key to political struggle"
is central to the third wave's protest against a second-wave "politics of purity
that would separate political activism from cultural production."** Certainly
some discussion of the interpenetrating effects of culture and politics is
preferable to the postfeminist position that the cultural is irrelevant to the
political and, therefore, that anything in the cultural realm is irrelevant to
feminism. But most third-wave work thus far has merely substituted cultural
critique and consumption for political action rather than theorizing a more
sophisticated relationship between the two or offering an agenda that truly
combines culture with politics.

This may be in part because while third-wavers have added their own set
of cultural concerns to a feminist agenda, they haven't yet articulated how
they see or want these additional concerns to be linked to the incompletely
realized and incompletely drafted legislative agenda of the second wave. Nor
have they specified how the cultural critique and sites of cultural production
they have created and the cultural artifacts tbey have produced can lead to
new political solutions to the unresolved political problems that the second
wave articulated, or new political problems that they have identified. The
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problem is not that the "critique, reworking, and producing [of] pop- and
subcultural images and narratives"'' is not important or cannot be combined
with a legislative agenda; rather, it is that third-wave feminists have not artic-
ulated how they see the two as related, though clearly they do. Baumgardner
and Richards argue that third-wave feminists are, in fact, using many of the
tools of second-wave feminism but applying them to "new" categories and
substantive areas of study; they argue that the goals of the third wave include
first- and second-wave core beliefs in legal, political, and social equality, but
also include new struggles like equal access to the internet and technology,
HIV/AIDS awareness, child sexual abuse, self-mutilation, globalization, eat-
ing disorders, and sexual health.'"

In other venues, Amy Richards has argued "that the legislative agenda of
the third wave would be most accurately called 'Second Wave, Part Two'" with
only "young feminist culture as truly third-wave."^' Dicker and Piepmeier
offer one potentially compelling reason for this cultural split: the cultural
context in which third-wave feminists have come to political consciousness
is the world of global capitalism and information technology, postmodern-
ism and postcolonialism, environmental degradation, multiple models of
sexuality, and changing national demographics." This cultural context can
account for the changing issues that feminism must face, but if third-wave
feminism cannot articulate a gendered analysis of these cultural shifts and
their responses to them, then one might ask in what sense it is still feminism.
Further, without some clarification of how the hybrid engagement of politi-
cal activism and cultural production works, the focus on individualism and
culture looks more like an abdication of politics than a new way of doing
politics, of pursuing the "Second Wave, Part Two" legislative agenda.

The essential problem with third-wave cultural politics is not that politi-
cal activism and cultural production can or should be clearly demarcated
activities. It is that the cultural reworking and critiquing that even the best of
the third wave provides suggests no clear way to determine where to launch
political interventions, the bases on which they are to be launched, or the
resignifications that are to be offered." At most, there seems to be a vague
hope that cultural acceptance of difference will simply somehow lead to bet-
ter political outcomes. In the words of Debbie Stoller, editor-in-chief of the
third-wave feminist magazine Bust, "Changing the pop culture and critiqu-
ing the pop culture is a perfectly valid way to effect change in people's ideas
and values, and these changes trickle down to the government."''' She gives
the example of popular television shows about or starring gay people such as
Will and Crace, Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, and Queer as Folk, which, she
claims, promote a greater social acceptance of homosexuals.
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This seems to be true to some degree—and changing cultural narratives
and increasing social acceptance are vitally important in making the day-to-
day lives of marginalized people more bearable—but it has not stopped the
passage of "Defense of Marriage Acts," numerous popular votes for constitu-
tional amendments banning gay marriage, or judicial rulings forbidding gay
people to adopt in some states. Popular culture change does not seem to be
"trickling down to the government." Third-wave feminism needs to articu-
late a stronger connection between cultural critique and political action, of-
fering up some way of making political judgments that not only engage with
staid old political and economic institutions, but also give clear justifications
for why some forms of cultural work are more "resistant" and rewarding
than others. If the theory of political change on offer is one of pure cultural
determinism, which suggests that cultural values are directly transmitted to
political actors who introduce and pass laws reflecting new cultural inter-
ventions, then third-wave feminism needs to explain how to make this hap-
pen more effectively. But if third-wave feminists want to make a different
argument, that the relationship between cultural intervention (e.g.. Queer
as Eolk) and political change isn't linear cause and effect, then they need to
specify wbat the nature ofthat relationship is. Can it be measured and stud-
ied, or must it simply be assumed? Are there specific practices that interrupt
or assist the transmission of counter-hegemonic cultural values to political
activities? Once third-wave feminists get more explicit about where, when,
and how certain cultural activities and interventions are useful for politi-
cal ends, then they can link their cultural activities to their political agenda
(broadly conceived) more specifically and convincingly.

Despite often being narrowly focused on culture and sexuality with little
direct political engagement, there is a promising increase in the degree to
which the most recent incarnations of the third wave, in Labaton and Martin's
The Eire This Time for example, attempt to incorporate tbe second-wave cri-
tique of essentialism and embrace intersectionality as feminist subjectivity.
"We see a new movement evolving from one in which there is a dialogue
about feminism and race to a feminist movement whose conversation is race,
gender, and globalization."" Many of the contributors to The Eire This Time,
members of the activist collective known as the Third-Wave Eoundation, and
groups like the Audre Lorde Project, Young Women United in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and the North Carolina Lambda Youth Network are still con-
cerned with cultural representations and sexuality, but are also engaged in
building young activists' leadership skills, grassroots connections, and polit-
ical education. The groups mentioned here, and others described in Labaton
and Martin's text, are either multiracial and multi-issue groups or single-
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issue groups that combine forces with other organizations and end up be-
ing multi-issue through coalition. Many of the new social justice groups are
identity-based, but the identities motivating their politics are explicitly inter-
sectional, with groups specifically designed to express the needs of, for ex-
ample, working-class, Hispanic lesbians, articulating this identity as a politi-
cal space with unique concerns rather than as a repository of a universalized
group of "women's concerns" plus universal "Hispanic concerns," etc. The
potential for the generalizability of results and analyses comes through work
on specific issues with multiple groups. These groups, then, are building an
alternative to the "old boys network," developing skills for articulating po-
litical needs that grow out of these intersectional identities and working in
coalition to achieve them. How does this work?

Dicker and Piepmeier argue that because we live in a world without a
monolithic definition of "woman," feminists are unable to speak with con-
fidence of "women's issues."'* What remains, then, are arguments like Mi-
chelle Sidler's, asserting that under- and unemployment, not patriarchy,
are the most pressing problems for feminism today." This kind of agenda
item is certainly more obviously political than the right to wear high-heels
without apologies, and it is also quite a move from second-wave arguments,
which tended to focus on patriarchy as the problem feminism needed to ad-
dress. But if gender and patriarchy are not the animating concerns for the
third wave, and if one can no longer speak of "women's issues," then one
must conclude either that postfeminists are correct and we in the West have
moved beyond feminism, or that gender and patriarchy are only central con-
cerns when the topic is sexuality or gender stereotypes, and that these issues
are less significant than employment policy. If the latter is the preferred con-
clusion, then third-wave feminism ends up as incoherent as postfeminism,
claiming simultaneously that gender is and is not important.

Another sign that the ground is shifting under feminism can be seen when
Labaton and Martin write that the "core issues" of feminism like reproduc-
tive rights and domestic violence are still important, but worry that if femi-
nists become too "distracted" by tbese issues, tbey will forget to work on
other social justice concerns.'^ If reproductive rights and violence against
women are a "distraction" from (more?) important feminist issues, then
third-wave activists need to supply some justificatory measure for deciding
what makes an issue feminist, and why. Still, many of the activists in the
Third-Wave Foundation and elsewhere are undeniably hard at work in grass-
roots organizations throughout the United States and the world. This work
is different from second-wave feminism in part because of its concerted ef-
forts to "do" feminism through other modes and sites of activism. Economic
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globalization and "underregulated free trade" are the new "prime catalyst[s]
for social change activists, young feminists among them."" If economic glo-
balization and free trade are the prime catalysts for new feminist activists,
then does this mean that the ground of feminism—the activity and organiz-
ing principles that make activism feminist rather than something else—has
changed? If it has not changed—if gender is still what makes these issues
feminist—then some discussion of how gender works here is necessary. One
could argue—though third-wavers themselves have not—that they are prac-
ticing a form of "gender mainstreaming," borrowing a term from the United
Nations that describes its shift in aid project funding and development. With
"gender mainstreaming," women's experiences, knowledge, and interests
are included in planning all aid projects, not just those historically deemed
"women's issues" and directed by a special "women's office." If some form of
gender mainstreaming is the guiding third-wave practice, then it is still nec-
essary to make gendered concerns explicit rather than implied if third-wave
analyses are to be explicitly feminist.

One example of a multi-issue, cross-generational, gender mainstreaming
project was the April 25, 2004 March for Women's Lives in Washington, D.C.
In reframing the issue motivating the demonstration from one specifically
about abortion rights to a larger problem of government intrusion into pri-
vate medical and sexual decisions, the original organizers of the March were
able to meet the continuing critiques feminists had been making for decades
about class and race bias in political agendas, as well as to broaden tbe coali-
tion to include otber stigmatized or discriminated-against groups through
an articulation of shared values. So gay men and lesbians were marcbing for
reproductive freedom in part because of the underlying values of privacy and
anti-sexism that unite these groups. Additionally, the coalition of organizing
groups modeled intersectional politics to some degree when "reproductive
rights" was explicitly defined more broadly than just access to abortion, in-
cluding also quite prominently access to contraception (emergency or oth-
erwise), prenatal health care, nonracist medical care, and informed consent
for sterilization and other procedures. Here continuities with, and not just
the rejection of, the second wave were evident. Efforts to combine feminism
witb other analytical lenses can make the gender analysis harder to discern
in some cases, but the impulse to develop coalitions with other groups, com-
ing out of a deep understanding of and appreciation for botb identities and
politics as intersectional, is exciting.

Perhaps because of its attention to activism rather than organizing prin-
ciples, third-wave feminism is harder to define than second-wave feminism.
Julie Shah, co-director of the Third-Wave Foundation, says that "the third
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wave is self-defining for each individual. It's a group of women and men
who are concerned about social justice for women, and social justice in gen-
eral. Third-wave feminists tend to not want to separate out from other so-
cial struggles."^" According to Lisa Jervis, co-founding editor of the third-
wave feminist magazine Bitch, in this new feminist perspective, "gender isn't
always the primary mode of analysis. . . . Anti-poverty work, international
human-rights work, and labor are all issues tbat are feminist issues, but they
aren't all about women." '̂ I would argue that all of these issues are about
women (as well as men and cbildren), but they need to be approached from
multiple angles and with multi-pronged solutions. Because third-wave femi-
nists often do not see or specify what is at stake for women in these issues,
it can be difficult to find the feminism in third-wave activism. Turning this
concern for social justice into a new feminist social movement will require,
I think, making more explicit how and why these issues are understood as
feminist, in addition to whatever else they might be, and connecting the so-
cial and cultural activism to an explicit political agenda. Finally, while the
attention to multiplicity is the great strength of the emerging political third
wave, it can also lead to divisiveness and factionalism.'^ The result is that
while the newest crop of third-wave activists have demonstrated an impres-
sive openness to issues, identities, and organizational structures, infrastruc-
ture and coherent strategy have been sacrificed in the process.

Refreshingly, after the raucous reign of postfeminism and Girlie femi-
nism through most of the 1990s and early 2000s, it appears that there are
strong political impulses in some of the representatives of the third wave
who are doing the hard work of supporting a diversity of women and work-
ing with other social and political justice groups in a variety of campaigns.
While Girlies and postfeminists are still very much on the scene, they have
been joined more visibly by contemporaries willing and able to begin to take
on specifically political activism in addition to and as part of tbeir cultural
interventions.

CONCLUSION

The term "postfeminism" still has enormous cultural resonance, judging
from the frequency with which it is used in contemporary media and aca-
demic work in girls' studies and feminist theory. But it would be more ac-
curate to say that we are in the process of creating, in Michelle Fine's words,
"a new gender regime" rather than living in an era beyond feminism." While
many of the familiar concerns are still alive—pay equity, sexual harassment,
rape, domestic violence, and reproductive rights—the third wave is also hav-
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ing a different conversation about gender and sexuality, marked by the un-
willingness of many to label their sexuality, and attempts to embrace objecti-
fication with irony rather than reject it with critique.

I set out at the beginning of this essay to answer three questions about
the "new feminisms": What makes them new, feminist, and politicals While
the new feminisms are diverse, these questions about them can be answered
fairly succinctly at this point. In terms of newness, recent third-wave femi-
nisms exhibit a stronger, more successful commitment to coalition building
among a diverse group of people than second-wave feminisms were able to
muster. They have prioritized and greatly expanded identity category play,
which may help efface the influence of gender as an organizing principle for
distributing political and social power. The way in which many of them en-
gage identity includes both a more complex understanding of the intersection
of race, class, and sexuality in constructing political identities and possibili-
ties, and a frequent rejection of labels, which includes an increasing wariness
about the label "feminist." Part of the newness, then, is a different feminist
standpoint generating feminist knowledge and action. While this approach
to feminist politics signifies the potential of the third wave to be usefully
innovative, it can complicate the relationship to feminism when third-wave
activists reject the older feminist principle of sex, gender, and patriarchy as
central categories of social and political analyses. It is not clear why, if gender
drops out, this new movement should be called the third wave of feminism
or new feminism rather than simply "social justice activism."

Additionally, some older versions of feminism worked to redefine gender
roles, and others argued for the abolition of the ideological structure of gen-
der. But Girlie third wave rejects both of these feminist projects. This is also
new, but not obviously feminist, unless self-objectification can be defended
on grounds more convincing than "because I feel like doing it." The sec-
ond-wave idea that the "personal is political" was meant to engage, rather
than retreat from, politics, and Girlies have not engaged. That is, they do
not show how the personal lives of women are shaped by political structures,
nor do they explain how self-objectification will alter those structures.
Other third-wave forms of gender "play" can be more usefully and compel-
lingly disruptive to patriarchal gender norms, but the work to show how this
can be done has only started. This new feminism approaches activism from
the postmodern feminist insight that subjects are determined in or through
practices, but practices have not been clearly linked to political structures.'''
If a subject determined in practice is the new model of identity politics, then
third-wave feminists should embrace and articulate more clearly the con-
tours of this updated identity politics. If identity politics is no longer epis-
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temologically valid in their view, or if the politics of feminism for the third
wave is now driven by objects (policies or crises) rather than standpoints,
then this new ground of feminism should be linked to the political insti-
tutions that are most centrally implicated in creating and exploiting these
policies.

What's feminist about the new feminisms? The problem with calling this
work third-wave feminism is not that it isn't necessarily feminist; the prob-
lem is that how the work is feminist is not articulated in most cases. If the
new feminism means that gender is not always the central category of analy-
sis, then more work needs to be done to specify when and why it should or
should not be. While the issues they support and discuss might well be of
great concern to many feminists, the links to feminism should still be clari-
fied so that those in the prison reform movement (for example) can see how
and why they should support abortion rights, or what the gendered concerns
are in the prison reform movement. Since third-wave activists argue that we
can no longer talk about "women's issues," presumably they want to shift the
subject of feminism to feminist issues. If "women" is not what makes these is-
sues feminist, then third-wavers need to supply some definition of what does
make issues feminist.

Finally, what's political about the new feminisms? Ouite frankly, little as
yet, at least under the auspices of legislative or electoral politics. But while
postfeminism and Girlie feminism have foresworn most political projects
for their different reasons, other instantiations of new feminisms are en-
gaged in local grassroots activism. Some of this grassroots work may yet
link third-wave cultural interventions to engagements with institutions
of formal political power. Presumably, the paths for such links are already
blazed. If specific issues are wbat separate the third wave from tbe second,
then to the degree that the second wave was successful in getting women ac-
cess to grassroots and institutional political power, the project of the third
wave might be to use that access to seek an end to gender oppression. If us-
ing the access to existing institutions of power for ending gender oppression
or changing the very nature of those institutions is, ultimately, the goal of
the third wave, then it will be borne out as both feminist and political. If
this access is used for other types of projects, then we can say that the third
wave is political and could be feminist if more attention is given to rearticu-
lating and defending tbe new ground of feminism. Ultimately, I think there
is political promise in the fifteen-year-old movement known as third-wave
feminism, but it will take more than empowering cultural messages to real-
ize this potential.
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NOTES

For their generous readings and critical insights at various stages of the writing
process, I am indebted to Susan Bickford, Erin Garlston, Pamela Gonover, Shirin
Deylami, Dustin Howes, Elizabeth Markovits, Rachael Murphey-Brown, Erin Tay-
lor, and four anonymous reviewers.
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ages of Sexuality and 'Ghoiceoisie' in Popular Gulture," in Negotiating at the Margins:
The Gendered Discourses of Power and Resistance, ed. Sue Fisher and Kathy Davis

(New Brunswick, NI: Rutgers University Press, 1993), 278-294; Michelle lensen,
"Riding the Third Wave," The Nation (December 11, 2000), http://www.thenation
.com/doc/20001211/Iensen.

2. ludith Grant, Fundamental Feminism: Contesting the Core Concepts of Femi-
nist Theory (New York: Routledge, 1993) makes a compelling argument that woman,
experience, and personal politics were the core concepts of second-wave feminism.
While Grant rejects woman and experience as still useful but thinks personal poli-
tics should be retained, postfeminism and third-wave feminism, I argue here, have
rejected woman but retained experience and an anemic version of personal politics.

3. My description of postfeminism is drawn from many sources in addition to my
own reading of postfeminist texts. The most influential secondary sources for my
understanding of what postfeminism is and how the term is used in various ways
are Michèle Barrett, "Post-feminism," in Understanding Contemporary Society: The-
ories of the Present, ed. Gary Browning, Abigail Halcli, and Frank Webster (London:
Sage, 2000); Susan Faludi, "I'm Not a Feminist But I Play One on TV," Ms. 5 no. 5
(March/April 1995): 31-39; Linda I. Lacey, "Book Review: We Have Nothing to Fear
But Gender Stereotypes: Of Katie and Amy and 'Babe Feminism'," Cornell Law Re-
view 80 (March 1995): 612-645; Patricia S. Mann, Micro-Politics: Agency in a Postfem-
inist Era (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994); Toril Moi, "Feminism,
Postmodernism, and Style: Recent Feminist Criticism in the United States," Cul-
tural Critique 9 (Spring 1988): 3-22; Georgina Murray, "Agonize, Don't Organize: A
Critique of Postfeminism," Current Sociology 45, no. 2 (April 1997): 37-47; Camille
Nurka, "Postfeminist Autopsies," Australian Feminist Studies 17, no. 38 (2002): 177-
189; Rayna Rapp, "Is the Legacy of Second Wave Feminism Postfeminism?" Socialist
Review 1 (1988): 31-37; and Deborah Rosenfelt and ludith Stacey, "Second Thoughts
on the Second Wave," Feminist Studies 13, no. 2 (Summer 1987): 341-361. I should
note that I am supplying here an analytical framework for an amorphous group of
writers and activists, but my description is not one provided by postfeminists them-
selves. Additionally, most of the postfeminist and "girl power" authors discussed in
this section are white. I focus on them in these sections not because I wish to exclude
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writing by women of color, but because most postfeminists and Girlies are white,
and this fact is significant to my critique of both. These phenomena come out of a
position of racial privilege that is problematic from the perspective of a political,
liberatory feminism.

4. The term "postfeminism" seems to have been coined in October 1982 in Su-
san Bolotin's New York Times Magazine article "Voices From the Post-Feminist
Generation."

5. Nancy Whittier, Feminist Generations: The Persistence of the Radical Women's
Movement (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1995), 227.

6. Whittier, Feminist Generations, 2-3; Deborah Siegel, "Reading Between the
Waves: Feminist Historiography in a 'Post-feminist' Moment," in Third-Wave
Agenda: Being Feminist, Doing Feminism, ed. Leslie Heywood and lennifer Drake
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 75. Whittier argues that the idea
of a postfeminist era is a "myth." While I agree that the "postfeminist era" is a myth,
given the real, current, gendered inequalities in the West (and postfeminism is pri-
marily an idea found in Western, Anglo nations), the "postfeminism phenomenon"
is quite real, given that many people, including the women Bolotin interviewed, es-
poused precisely the beliefs Whittier describes. (See Bolotin, note 4 above.)

7. Hence the use of the "I'm not a feminist, but . . . " label examined by Susan
Faludi in her 1995 Ms. article, cited in note 3 above. Examples include Naomi Wolf
and contributors to the feminist websites http://www.ifeminists.net/index.php and
www.feministing.org.

8. See, for example, Rene Denfeld, The New Victorians: A Young Woman's Chal-
lenge to the Old Feminist Order (New York: Warner Books, 1995); Rene Denfeld, Kill
The Body, The Head Will Fall: A Closer Look at Women, Violence, and Aggression
(New York: Warner Books, 1997); Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Feminism Without Illu-
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